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The University of Arizona

CO4ITLE ON ENCOU AaNT 0F SUPERION S'IUDENTS

Report to the Faculty Senate, October 10, 1960

The Committee on Encouragement of Superior Studente was established. in

December 1959 in accordance with a motion passed. by the Faculty Senate on

November 2, 1959. It held its first meeting on December 11, met twice a week

during the spring semester, had a general review meeting in July, and met again

on September 29 to put this report in final form.

A memorandum of November 28 from President R. A. Harvill, which

constituted the committee, indicated that the purpose of the committee was

"to study ways and means of attracting more superior students to The University

of Arizona and. of motivating the superior students to carry on their scholastic

endeavors to the full extent of their capabilities and. in those areas in which

they have the greatest talent." Study of the Faculty Senate minutes and.

discussions with Dr. D. L. Patrick led. the committee to Interpret this mandate

broadly, and our deliberations have inevitably led us from consideration of

superior students to consideration of how The University of Arizona might

foster greater intellectual and cultural interests among all students. We

believe these problems ere inseparably related.

The committee's meetings have for the most part taken the form of

hearings We held an open hearing for faculty members on February 26 and an

open hearing for students on Narch 2. At other times we met privately with

invited members of the faculty, the student body and the administration, who

gave us information about what the University Is d.oingand comments about what

it might properly do, in such fields as admissions, administration of

¿Q.
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scholarships and loans, relations with schools and the public, counseling and.

advising, departmental honors programs, extracurricular intellectual and

cultura). activities, social organizations and. social activities, and so on.

We have been in touch with the student Special Studies Committee, which has

been considering problems related to our own. We have acquired information

about what is happening at other colleges and universities principally from

publications of the Inter-University Committee on the Superior Student; and

Professor A. L. Muir represented. our committee at a Western Invitations).

Conference of the Inter-University Committee on the Superior Student on April

10-13 at Berkeley.

On the whole, our report is a somewhat subjective one. It is not a.

digest of the abundant data we have encountered concerning the ills of P1nierican

higher education in general and. the experiments to rectify them that are going

on around the country. Rather, lt represents the application of our collective

judgment- -very subjective judgment perhaps, but we hope considered judgment- -to

the particular problems and. circumstances of The University of Arizona. Our

report, therefore, is not encuníbered with statistical or other data-filled

appendices.

Unfortunately, despite our emergency schedule of twice-a-week meetings

during the spring, we have of course not had. time to become thoroughly acquainted

with all the particular circumstances that affect the problems we have been

considering. We have tried not to be unduly swayed. by the unreasonable

complaints and. visionary proposals of those members of the University community

who apparently will not be happy unless The University of Arizona is transformed.

overnight into a Harvard of the West or is magically transplanted in a different

state, a different country, or even a new and better world. Nevertheless, many

of our suggestions have necessarily had to be left in quite general and perhaps

even idealistic terms. For the most part, however, we have tried to be as
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specific and. practical as possible. We realize that there may be serious

practica]. obstacles to the iimnediate implementation of our suggestions or to

their iznpleuientation in exactly the way that is described. But we hope that

the abninistrative officers, faculty members and. student leaders who have the

power to implement our suggestions might concur with the principles that are

involved and. strive to realize the goals that are indicated..

We feel obliged to admit, too, that our suggestions are by no means

entirely original. We have had the benefit of very enlightening analyses of

our problems from a number of people; and. we have had the ego-shattering

experience of discovering, after laboriously concocting an antidote for some

rea]. or imagined academic ailment, that the persons responsible for the matters

in question were themselves, mysteriously enough, already abreast of us, to

say the least. To save ourselves from seeming to be the proverbial mountain

that labored end. produced a mouse, we have presented as our own insightful

suggestions many measures that we know in fact to be already under consideration

or in the early stages of development. For our shameless plagiarism we ask

understanding and. forgiveness from our associates.

* * *

Our committee had. hoped to be able to submit its full report at the

final meeting of the Faculty Senate last spring. Circumstances made this

impossible. But there was one specific recommendation among those we wished

to make that we felt should. not be postponed. The committee therefore authorized

its chairman to make this one recommendation immediately through direct

administrative channels in the hope that favorable action might be taken on

it during the summer, and the chairman accordingly submitted it in a letter

dated May li to Dr. Patrick with a request that it be presented. to President

Karvill.
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This recommendation had to do with the problem of an honors curriculum

for especially talented undergraduates. This is obviously only one aspect of

our over-all problem, but the terms of our mandate seemed to us to imply a

special concern about this particular matter on the part of the Faculty Senate

and the am1nistration. From the beginning of our deliberations, therefore, we

gave it special consideration, and two factors that loomed, ever larger in our

consideration prompted us at the end of the spring semester to seek immediate

action without waiting for Faculty Senate approval in todayt s meeting.

One factor that urged haste was our growing realization of the intense

competition that is developing among Panerlcan colleges arid universities for the

very best students of the annual high school crop. The University of Arizona is

not a highly selective school, with a long-established tradition of restrictive-

ness; and. it cannot expect to have a student body of over-all excellence

comparable to that of such a school. In conr,peting for good students, we suffer

the disadvantages that are common to almost all publicly-supported institutions,

which are necessarily committed to maintaining availability of higher education

for all corners generally. Time was, however, when we were not in active

competition for good students with many restrictive schools and. when economic

conditions worked to our advantage in this competition, so that we could

automatically count on getting a reasonable share of the very best students

who were available. But now this situation seems to be changing, and changing

not in our favor. In recent years big-name private schools all over the

country have plunged into recruitment on a national scale, and more of them

seem to be actively competing for Arizona's best high school graduates than was

ever the case in the past. They are also in the forefront of experimental

movements aimed at intensifying the educational challenge to good. students, so

that they are making themselves more attractive to good students than ever. At

the same time, general prosperity throughout the country and the increased.
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availability of scholarship and. loan aid make it easier than ever for good

students today to enter whatever colleges they choose. All these things have

rather ominous implications for publicly-supported institutions such as ours.

The apparent fact that our students at The University of Arizona are in

most regarde getting better every year should not lull us into believing that

all is well. At the very time when our students seem better then ever before, it

could also be true that ve are in fact getting fewer and fewer of the very best.

We are not at all sure that this dilemma is actually upon us today, but it seems

to be one of the chief dangers that lurk in our future, in the view of our

committee.

Our committee assumes that, had this dilemma confronted The University

of Arizona not too many years ago, it would have evoked a widespread feeling of

resignation--a feeling that we could not possibly compete. But The University

of Arizona has grown phenomenally in recent years, not merely in enrollment,

but in the development of new programs, in the expansion of research, in the

increase of graduate study at the doctoral level, and, we believe, in the

growing professional distinction of the faculty. At a time when it has taken

hard running just to keep up with the field, The University of Arizona has taken

enormous strides toward becoming en institution of the first rank. This

remarkable growth, coupled. with the nature of our mandate from the Faculty Senate

and. the administration, encourages our committee to believe that The University

of Arizona will not shrink from making every effort possible to compete

effectively with all comers for the very best students it can get, as an

inevitable corollary of the enormous strides already taken in other realms of

growth.

One of the most notable battlegrounds of the intensifying competition

for good. students is the field of honors programs. The development of honors

programa is one means by which publicly-supported institutions are trying to
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offset the restrictive advantages of private schools. Our committee bas become

convinced that this is not a passing fad, and we have been startled. by the

number of universities whose circumstances are comparable to our own that are

already in the field in full battle array. The University of Oregon has gone

so far as to establish a special Honors College; and such neighboring institu-

tions as the University of New Mexico and the University of Colorado have

impressive new programs under development.

The University of Arizona, of course, has a long-established program of

departmental honors work. However, this seems today to be almost completely

inoperative in most departments. It has apparently been an unfortunate victim

of our recent growth. As enrollment has increased, as responsibilities for

supervising graduate study bave multiplied, as faculty members have been lured.

by the professional challenges and. rewards of research, it has apparently

become less end less convenient for talented undergraduates to get individual

attention. But it seems imperative to us that, if we want to get and. keep

first-rate students in these competitive times, we must make suitable provisions

for them to have such attention,

What is needed, we believe, is more than a revival of our former

departmental honors programs In addition, we believe the University should

develop a University-wide general honors program that would begin at the

sophomore or perhaps even the freshman level and carry through to graduation;

that would be available to not more than about three per cent of any one class;

that would involve students from as many fields as possible within the University;

that would provide both an interdisciplinary broadening of interest and. a

deepening of competence in the student's chosen discipline; that would include

a significant expansion of carefully-guided independent study and writing; and.

that would provide extra compensation, or released time, for faculty participants.

We urge that this development be undertaken as rapidly as possible, preferably

to be inaugurated in 1961.
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The second factor that impelled us to make haste in submitting our

recommendation about honors work was our realization that we as a committee could

not appropriately prescribe what sort of general honors program would be best

suited to The University of Arizona in more specific terms than has just been

done. This was not for want of ideas; we are prepared to discuss possibilities

at some length if asked to. We just came to the conclusion that the job of

putting a general honors program into operation here should be entrusted. to some

widely respected, dedicated and. enthusiastic single member of the University

faculty who might well seek the counsel of an advisory committee but who should

not be bound too closely by detailed specifications drawn up in advance. We

felt that the person chosen should be free to devote himself to his problem on

at least a half-time basis during the planning stage. We hoped that he might

make himself thoroughly familiar with the activities and experiences of the

Inter-University Committee on the Superior Student and. that travel funds might

be made available for him to visit and. observe as many as possible of the honors

programa that are under way in other universities. Above all, we felt it to be

imperative for someone to take responsibility for the honors program quickly, so

that there would be some hope of its being established in 1961.

ALl these things were summarized in the recommendation that our committee

submitted to President Harvill through Dr. Patrick in Mey. We are gratified

indeed that President Harvill received our recommendation favorably and acted

upon it promptly by asking Dr. Arthur H. Beattie of the Department of Romance

Languages to serve as Director of Honors Programs. We are delighted that

Dr. Beattie has accepted this responsibility. We stand ready, collectively end

individually, to assist him in every way possible should we be called upon to do

so, and. we earnestly hope that the University community at large will cooperate

with him.
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Our remaining suggestions are perhaps less translatable into immediate

action, but ve do not consider them less important. Some are directly related

to the problem of superior students already discussed and. should be considered

essential adjuncts to the recommendation already acted upon. Others bave to do

with raising the cultural and. intellectual sights of the student body as a

whole and. with improving the image of The University of Arizona that exista in

the minda of both insiders and outsiders. Ali are offered as concisely as

possible, in groups concerned with particular areas of University activities

in turn,

Public Relations

Our committee recognizes that there is always a considerbie difference

between what a university is end what outsiders believe it to be. Some

universities profit from having a better reputation than they deserve; but The

University of Arizona, we believe, la not appreciated at its true worth by the

general public. Our reputation does not seem to have kept up wlth

development. We therefore believe that the University should make a special

effort- -particularly aimed at the students, teachers and administrators of

Arizona schools- -to evoke a stronger sense of pride in end identification with

the University. We believe the following activities might help in this regard:

Continuing efforts by the Press Bureau to divert press interest away

from the inevitable frivolities of campus life toward the University's serious

educational business, We persist in the conviction of al]. academicians that

our scholarly end. professional activities and the scholastic achievements of our

good students could be made as glamorous as athletics and. cheesecake if only

they vere packaged properly by publicists.

The holding 0±' an annuel open house at which newspaper editors and.

publishers throughout the state might be brought up to date on University

activities and problems.
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e. The establishment of a centra]. speakers bureau on campus which would

aggressively undertake to put the University faculty's most effective speakers

before the public in the most advantageous ways, and. especially in those areas

of the state that are remote from Tucson. Without wishing to appear mercenary

to an trnscholarly degree, we should like to think that such an intensification

of speaking activities might involve some form of compensation for the faculty

members concerned, to be reclaimed by the speakers burean from the sponsoring

agencies whenever possible but otherwise to be considered part of the University's

public relations expenses.

The preparation and publication of an annua]. presidential report on

the state of the University lu nontechnical language, addressed to the public at

large and distributed widely to all newspapers, legislators, school teachers and.

administrators, alumni, special Interest groups and Influential friends of the

University.

Increasing efforts by the University administration and. faculty to

participate interestedly and. sympathetically in the professional meetings of

Arizona school administrators and. teachers. We believe last spring's conference

of high school counselors on the University campus was a very desirable under-

taking, and. we hope lt will be followed up with comparable efforts to bring

school administrators and board members to the campus.

The establishment of special liaison groups within the University

faculty to work with high school teachers in fields of mutual interest. The

Forum published by the Department of Romance Languages and. the traveling

science institutes sponsored by the Arizona Academy of Sciences, to mention

only two of many possible examples, have established. admirable patterns of

sympathetic cooperation between the University faculty and high school teachers

In various fields. We hope that similar efforts will be made in more fields,

perhaps including special conferences on week ends during the regular academic
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year- - some to be held. on the University campus and. others to be held in other

centers around the state such as Phoenix and Yuma.

g. Increasing sponsorship by the University of such activities for high

school students as the annual Science Fair, and increasing emphasis on

scholastic matters on Senior Day and other occasions when groups of high school

students visit the campus, We hope that many new kinds of scholastic competi-

tions among high school students might be sponsored by the University, to

offset the influence of the beauty and baton-twirling contests that seem an

inevitable part of student life.

Recruitment

As our earlier suggestions imply, we believe The University of Arizona

would d.c well to become more aggressive in the recruitment of talented high

school graduates. In this connection, we heartily endorse the "Proposals

Relating to Recruitment of Freshmen" made to the Advisory Council on

January 11, 1960, by Dr. D. L. Patrick; and we especially believe that the

following activities would be fruitful:

Strenuous efforts, through liaison with high school teachers and

counselors, to identify talented high school students as early as possible, and.

not later than the junior year. We hope the University might soon find it

possible to employ at least one full-time high school recruiter whose special

duty would be to visit high schools in the state establishing and maintaining

informal contact with talented students, their teachers and their parents, in

the hope of familiarizing them with and. guiding them toward The University of

Ari zona.

Special efforts to utilize alumni. throughout the state as part-

time recruiters of talented students for the University, in individual

alumnus-student relationshiDs. We hope the Alumni Association might be able
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to expand. its activities into organized recruiting in all fields, in much the

saine spirit that college alumni traditionally assist in the recruitment of

student athletes.

e. Special efforts to utilize University students as recruiters of

talented high school students. Once talented students in the high schools have

been identified and contacted. by University visitors, we hope that carefully

selected freshmen and sophomores (preferably superior students themselves) might

be organized. to contact them during holidays and. vacations.

Special efforts on the part of the University faculty to facilitate

recruitment of talented high school students These efforts might take many

f orma; we know that the Science Fair, for example, serves this purpose. We

hope that on all other occasions when high school students visit the campus

identified. talented students might be singled out for special attention by

relevant department heads and faculty members.

The granting of tentative admission to talented high school students

in the second. semester of the junior year. We believe this would serve to

commit talented students to the University at a crucial time in their develop-

ment, especially if tentative admission could be followed, up with a special

assembly of these students on the University campus immediately following the

end of their junior year, to familiarize them with the University in advance.

Scholarships

The availability of scholarships, of course, is a very important aspect

of the competition among universities for good students. We realize that

providing scholarships is naturally a more complicated problem for publicly-

supported institutions than for privately-supported. ones, but we believe that

an improvement in the scholarship situation at The University of Arizona is

essential for our continued growth and hope that the Board of Regents might be

prevailed upon to authorize it. We particularly urge consideration for the

following:
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An ineraase in the number of general residence scholarships, which

are awarded on the basis of academic excellence and which now apparently number

125, at least to equal the total of service scholarships that are available to

student athletes and musicians, which we understand now number 300.

Establishment of a policy that general. residence scholarships

might, like service scholarships, be renewable for four years.

Establishment of a policy that academic merit, rather than

activities, must be given priority in the consideration of all scholarship

appointments.

A strong recommendation that the Board of Regents, in the pattern

followed by some other states, establish a number of Regents Scholarships that

might provide substantial stipends of perhaps as much as $1,000 a year, renewable

for four years, for outstanding graduates of Arizona high schools to facilitate

their attendance at state institutions of their choice. In the interests of the

state as a whole as well as all its institutions of higher education, we believe

that those excellent students who now enter colleges and universities outside

the state should be induced to remain in the state, and we believe that

scholarships of the sort recommended would be a most effective inducement.

An effort to establish scholarships with stipends at least equivalent

to tuition and fees for outstanding out-of-state students. We are glad that some

scholarships are now available to foreign students, for we believe that such

students contribute in many important ways to the educational atmosphere of The

University of Arizona. But we believe that out-of-state students are also

important to the University and that a rise in quality among out-of-state

students would be very desirable. We are afraid that there still exists among

some teachers and counselors of out-of-state areas a tendency to send. us their

second-best students. This situation could be altered dramatically if the

University might demonstrate its predominant interest in superior students by
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making scholarships available to outstanding nonresidents. We realize that

political considerations probably make lt impossible for the Regents to support

such scholarships, although we believe their cost would be negligible to the

state arid their value inestimably great. We therefore urge that alumni groups

outside the state be encouraged to establish and. support them.

Admissions and Related Matters

One of the obvious ways in which The University of Arizona might make

itself Increasingly more attractive to superior students is by continuing and.

intensifying recent efforts to raise the general level of student quality

through ad.justments In admissions policies. To this end, we recommend the

following:

a, A continuing r.ce In admission requirements. We believe that the

University's recent action in excluding from normal admission the lowest quarter

of Arizona high school graduates has had salutary consequences, and we are

pleased to learn that recent entering classes have had. diminishing proportions

of lower-half graduates. We know that further increases in admission require-

ments will come about in due course, especially in coordination with the

establishment of a state-wide system of junior colleges, as authorized this

year by the Arizona state legislature. We hope that the requirement of upper-

half standing might be taken as a goal for the very near future. Concurrently,

we hope that admission requirements for out-of-state students might be raised.

proportionately, perhaps to a minimum of upper-third standing in the high school

graduating class.

b. Requirement of a minimum score on a nationally-standardized test of

mental ability to supplement class standing as a criterion for admission.

Ezaminations of these sorts are now available to all high school atudents. and.

scores are already used to some etent ïn the University's admission procedures.
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We hope theiJniversity might SOOfl establish a requirement of minimum scores for

admission, in addition to (not in lieu of) the requirement of class standing.

Further tightening of procedures for admitting transfer students.

We recognize that the admission of transfer students involves special procedural

difficulties, especially in the case of mid-year transfers. We urge that a

minimum grade average of 3.0 be adhered to rigidly as qualification for transfer;

that August 15 be established as an absolute cut-off date for considering transfers

f or the fall semester; that personal recommendations and pertinent biographical

data as well as transcripts be required of all transfer students; and that mid-

year transfers be absolutely rejected if satisfactory personal data and trans-

cripts have not been received within thirty days after registrat1on We also

recommend that grades of I not be transferred for credit.

Discontinuance of probationary admissions. Nov that a state-vide

system of junior colleges is to be established, we believe The University of

P1rizona would do well to announce that at a definite date in the near future all

probationary admissions will be discontinued. We hope this might lead to a time

when English X might be discontinued and all applicants who cannot qualify

for normal freshman English work might be denied admission.

Serious reconsideration of disqualification procedures. We realize

that the test of any disqualification system is the manner in which the rules are

implemented rather than the nature of the rules themselves. Nevertheless, rules

concerning disqualification seem to have great influence on the image of the

University that prevails among students and faculty members alike, who for some

reason seem especially quick to believe the worst in this regard. Even a single

case, for example, of a student who has twice failed English X and thus has very

little prospect of ever graduating but who nevertheless remains in school has

very serious repercussions in the highly sensitive realm of student and faculty

morale. We know there are valid reasons for the University's present disqualifica-

tion rules, but in the interests of improving the University's self-image we urge
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favorable consideration of the following policy: that all students who Í&il to

maintain normal progress toward graduation and who do not escape probation after

one semester be automatically disqualified and suspended from the University,

.hereas now the respective dean apparently must take action before a student

is disqualified, we believe it should be up to the student to show good cause

why he ought not be disqualified.

Counseling and Advising

The Committee on Encouragement of Superior Students is aware of the

work accomplished in 1957 by a Committee on Student Advising under the chairman-

ship of Dr. R. H. Huributt and. is pleased that several of its recommendations

are being implemented. We are especially glad that the Student Guidance Bureau

is playing an increasingly important role in University life and is aggressively

seeking new opportunities for service. However, despite many strenuous efforts

by those responsible, too many students are still apparently unaware that they

have advisors or that psychological counseling is available to them. It is

perhaps especially true that superior students suffer even more than others in

this situation. We therefore hope that further progress in counseling and

advising procedures can be made rapidly, and we specifically recommend the

following:

A consolidation of responsibility for counseling and. advising under

one agency, so as to create greater uniformity in practices throughout the

University and. to provide for more effective liaison between academicadvising

and psychological counseling.

The automatic issuance of complete information files on all students,

kept up to date each semester, to their respective advisors.

o. An intensification of advising, especially for freshmen and

sophomore so that each student may meet with his advisor several times during

each year for evaluation of his progress. We expect that such an intensification
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would be posib1e only if it ware accompanied. by reductions in teaching loads,

or extra compensation, for the advisors.

d. Establishment of a general policy that advising of students be

entrusted in all ceses to experienced members of the faculty.

. Special attention for superior students during freshmm orientation

week and. throughout the advising process.

Extracurricular Activities

We are very much aware that what goes on outside the classroom bas

perhaps greater impact on students than what goes on inside the classroom, end

we realize that many extracurricular activities are necessarily beyond the

University's effective control. We believe that there is therefore all the more

reason for the University to make increasing efforts to channel those extra-

curricular activities that it can influence toward intellectual and cultural

stimulation. Great improvements in this regard have been apparent in recent

years. In the interests of continuing improvement, we recommend the following:

Increasing emphasis among University-sponsored activities on

intellectual and cultural values. We believe the University should continue

discouraging campus organizations from sponsoring queen contests and. similar

activities that occupy students' time without making any educational contribution;

that student government agencies should be encouraged to reshape electoral

processes so as to do away with the frivolous and time-consuming aspects of

electioneering; and that all campus organizations should be encouraged in every

way possible to sponsor more debates, essay contests, student library contests,

vocabulary contests, and. similar competitions that stimulate intellectual and

cultural interests The activities of Mortar Board in recent years bave provided

an excellent example which ve hope other organizations can be induced to emulate.

Establishment of a central scheduling agency for maintaining a

comprehensive calendar of eli. extracurricular activities and preventing

inapprapriate competition among activities insofar as is possible.
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e. More effective publicizing of extracurricular activities of

intellectual and cultural interest. One of the most universal complaints that

our committee has heard is that students are not aware of many activities that

take place on campus. Faculty members regularly receive a weekly calendar of

events, but students apparently do not bave anything of the sort available to

them. We believe, for one thing, that the student newspaper should. accept the

obligation of keeping Its readers Informed, of campus events in calendar form.

Perhaps, since the newspaper is published Irregularly, a more effective means of

publicity would be for the weekly calendar that is distributed to the faculty to

be distributed also to all student housing units. One way or another, we hope

that the Studant Union and every housing unit might be encouraged to maintain a

bulletin board on which a calendar of events might regularly be posted.

An increasing effort to concentrate on top quality In all University-

sponsored cultural activities, even at the risk of a reduction in their number,

coupled with an effort to prepare for end utilize cultural events so as to give

them the greatest possible educational impact.

Increasing establishment of departmental clubs and colloquia. We

believe that the activities of departmental clubs and colloquia are among the

most effective means of stimulating student interest in academic matters,

especially in the case of superior students and we hope that more departments

can be encouraged to undertake the sponsorship of such activities.

Establishment of colloquia in housing units. Housing units, whether

dormitories, sororities, or fraternities, enjoy excellent opportunities to shape

students' extracurricular life. We hope they might be encouraged as strongly as

possible to stimulate contact between students end. faculty outside the classroom

by sponsoring regular colloquia at which faculty members might be Invited, to

discuss scholarly matters of special interest to them with students in informal

atmospheres.
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g. Possible restriction of the operation of automobiles. Recent studies

in various places about the country suggest that there is a direct relation

between student operation of automobiles and sub-normal academic achievement.

It appears to us that the new prohibition against student driving on campus

during the day has already contributed beneficially to the academic atmosphere

of the campus; and we believe that the University should give very serious

consideration-- or continue doing so, if such is the case--to the possibility of

denying to students who are resident on campus the privilege of operating

automobiles, at least in the freshman year.

$ororities and Fraternities

Sororities and. fraternities, which play large roles in studát life at

The University of Arizona, are naturally very popular targets for critics of

¡merican higher education. Such organizations can serve very useful purposes

in building student morale and. channeling student interests, but we suspect that

there is no sorority or fraternity anywhere that fulfills its potential in this

regard. In recent years The University of Arizona has steadily increased its

vigilance to make sure that sorority and fraternity influence on students is

always being more effectively directed, and our committee hopes that such

vigilance might be maintained and intensified. Specifically, we recommend the

following:

a. Careful study of the possibility of postponing sorority and. fraternity

rush. Our committee--and numerous faculty members and students who have

approached us- - feel that rush sadly diverts incoming attention from

the academic concerns that should be uppermost in their minds as they begin their

collegiate careers. One of the most common recommendations made to us is that

rush be postponed. On the other hand, very impressive arguments have been offered

us to the effect that postponing rush would serve only to prolong students'

agitation about it. We have come to the conclusion that this is one of the
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most complex and difficult problems that we have encountered., and we are not

prepared to submit any particular suggestion about either retaining or

changing the present rush system. However, since rush does significantly

influence the academic atmosphere of the campus, we urge that the problem be

given serious and concentrated. attention by a special faculty committee.

b. Curtailment of activity assignments for sorority and fraternity

members. Despite the improvements of recent years, almost everyone our committee

has talked with has expressed regret at the extent to which the energies of

sorority end fraternity members are dissipated. in compulsory activities which

seldom contribute to their proper academic pursuits. Like most of us living in

modern society, these students can be too easily victimized by well-meaning but

often misguided organizers, whatever controls the University might impose. We

therefore believe that the University should. take every possible opportunity

to impress more and. more strongly upon sororities and. fraternities that they

justify themselves in the eyes 0±' the University only by creating environments

for students that are conducive to educational attainment; and. we hope that

there might be still more limitations on the kinds and. numbers of activities

that members are assigned to.

o. Establiabment of a probationary system for sorority and. fraternity

members. We are given to understand that a grade average of 3.0 is required for

admission to a fraternity or sorority but that members do not have to maintain

any particular grade average to remain in good. standing once admitted. We

believe that the University would do well to require a grade average of 3.0 for

the maintenance of' good. standing in all sororities and. fraternities, so that

a member who falls below this average for two consecutive semesters might

automatically be deprived of the privileges of active membership. We hope, too,

that some effective system of probation might be established for whole chapters

that fall below designated grade averages.
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Specie]. Curricular Arrangements

In recommending the establishment of a general honors program, our

committee has already expressed its views about the need here at The University

of Arizona, as elsewhere, for flexible curricular arrangements that might help

intensify the educational challenge offered to superior students. In genera].,

we believe in the ideal that curriculum requirements should be such as to permit

every student of demonstrated competence to progress at the speed and. in the

manner most appropriate for him, even if he is not qualified for honors work

itself. We realize the very real limitations that prevent a large publicly-

supported institution from tailoring its curricula to fit every individual

student's needs; and. we would not wish for so much curricular flexibility as to

allow students to avoid unpopular but valid requirements. However, we hope that

steady progress can be made toward a time when no good student need be hampered

and. frustrated by regulations that are basically arbitrary in nature. To this

perhaps idealistic end, we recommend the following:

Special waiving of curricular requirements for competent students.

Believing that students of demonstrated capability should be permitted and

encouraged to progress as rapidly as they cani we suggest that any student who

has maintained an excellent record In his freshman year, whether or not he is

qualified for a general honors program)should be permitted in his sophomore year

to take some upper-division work in the field of his special competence.

Increasing flexibility In departmental course programs. We believe

the present alignment of freshman English courses, which permits capable

students to move rapidly out of basic work geared to the average student into

more advanced work, is an excellent one. Some other departments are apparently

making similar adjustments We hope that all departments might eventually

program their lower-division offerings in such a way as to facilitate the

progress of good students.
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e. Special ability sectioning in large courses. We are glad that

efforts are being made in various departments to provide special sections for

good students in large courses, and we urge that this development be speeded

up and. expanded. into other departments. We concurrently urge, however, that

high-ability sections should not be given more work than others; they should

be given more challenging work.

d. Reconsideration of enrollment restrictions on education courses.

We recommend thorough reconsideration of present restrictions in the College

of Education Which in effect force any student who wishes to earn a teaching

certificate to seek a degree in education. These restrictions seem to account

for much of whatever discontent exists among The University of Arizonas

superior students, many of whom would like to prepare for the possibility of

taaching without having to take degrees in education.

The Library

Our committee is very glad that state appropriations for library

acquisitions have notably increased in recent years, since the quality of its

library is an inevitable index to the quality of any university. We hope the

rate of increase can be maintained at a high level, and ve hope that more and

more departmental faculties can be encouraged. to participate actively in the

development of our library resources. In the hope of further increasing the

value of the Library in University life, we suggest the following:

a. Development of en open-stack system in the Library. A number of

universIty libraries around the country are moving into open- stack systems.

They seem to be workable, and. we believe they contribute importantly to the

educational process, especially in the case of superior students. We therefore

hope that any future expansions or remodeling of The University of Pri zona

Library might be planned to incorporate open-stack facilities.
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b. Development of more inviting library reading rooms. We hope that

any future expansions or remodelings of the University Library might also be

planned to incorporate some lounge-like reading rooms that would be more

attractive to library users than the present facilities. Physical comfort, we

feel, is not necessarily a hindrance to mental activity.

e. An effort to exploit loca], financial resources for contributions to

library growth. The Universïty of Arizona Library fortunately has some

excellent friends, such as Mr. T. E. Hanley, who have contributed immeasurably

to its development. We would like to hope that the University might be able

to take the initiative, to a greater degree than at present, in obtaining

comparable contributions from other private sources and. especially from alumni.

We believe, for example, that there might well be an excellent local and. perhaps

state-wide response to the organization of what might be called Friends of

the University Library. Contributions from such a group would be of great help

in accelerating the Library's acquisitions program and in providing new

furnishings.

* * *

Two other areas of consideration have also attracted our attention in

some degree. Each of these areas is large enough and. complex enough to require

more attention than we could possibly give it, and. we have not felt obligated

by the terms of our mandate to study each thoroughly. Nevertheless, each is

related in important ways to the problems that have chiefly absorbed us. We

therefore append here some reflections about them.

One of these areas has to do with the administrative structure of the

University. As teachers and. researchers, we members of the Committee on

Encouragement of Superior Students find, ourselves shrinking almost instinctively

from knowing too much about this realm. Admittedly, at all events, we know

too little about it. Moreover, ve share President Harvill's expressed desire
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for the simplest possible administrative ap:paratus. Hawever, we wonder if it

might not be helpful for a new administrative office to be created to assist

the President to maintain supervisory control over one category of University

life that we have found to be very complicated indeed. We have in mind an

agency that would serve as a coordinator for the President over the activities

of the Dean of Men's office and the Dean of Women's office, over activities of

the Graduate Manager, over student government and. publications, over student

counseling and. advising, over scholarships and loans, over recruitment activities,

and perhaps even over activities of the Athletic Director. In short, we wonder

if the President might welcome the establishment of a Vice President for Student

Affairs, or a Dean of Students, as the University continues its rapid growth in

enrollment and complexity.

The other area has to do with faculty effectiveness. Convinced that

it is the contact between a teacher or a researcher on one hand. and a student

on the other that is the only real catalyst in the educational process, we

believe that the quality of education offered by The University of Arizona, or

by amy university, is inescapably influenced by the prevailing conditions of

faculty service. To dea]. more effectively with its superior students, therefore,

the University must of course continue to improve the quality, the morale, and

consequently the effectiveness of its faculty. It goes without saying, we trust,

that we members of the Committee on Encouragement of Superior Students- - and. the

faculty as a whole, to whatever extent we might presume to speak for it- -loudly

applaud and wholeheartedly support President Harvill's vigorous, increasingly

éuccessful, and fortunately continuing efforts to diminish the poverty that all

academicians resignedly accept as their inevitble lot. We hope that further

progress can be achieved, similarly, in adjusting teaching loads to take full

account of increasing graduate-supervision demands, in developing resources

for supporting summer research and. travel by individual faculty members, and.
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so on. Moreover, though we realize that the administration and organizations

such as the Americen Association of University Professors keep a watchful eye

on these matters, we wonder if lt might be helpful to all concerned if at

regular intervals of perhaps three years a special faculty committee were

constituted to collaborate with the administration in an over-all reevaluation

of the conditions of faculty service that prevail here in comparison with

conditions elsewhere, in the hope of offsetting any deterioration that might

come about in consequence of our continuing rapid growth.

* * *

Growing pains, as a matter of fact, are what the Committee on Encourage-

ment of Superior Students has been concerned with, principally. We are confident

both that the University's growth will continue and. that lt will consequently

continue to have problems. We hope that our recommendations might serve to

ease some present problems and to avoid others that could hamper the University's

future development.

And we apologize for the inordinate length and. diffuseness of our

report.

Respectfully submitted,

E. Lendell Cockrum

0. M. Hartsell

Newton E James

Edwin B. Krtz, Jr.

A. Lawrence Muir

A. Wayne Wymore

Charles 0. Hucker, Chairman

[Note: Another member of the committee, Patrick Huntley, had an opportunity to

consider, and agreed in principle with, all the recommendations submitted herein;

but, by being out of residence in 1960-61, he did not have an opportunity to see

and approve them in the precise terms in which they are submitted.]
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Proceed.ings of the Faculty Senate
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PBESEIT: Blitzer, Brewer, Danielson, Ewing, Gegenheinier, aiuinor, Gustavson,
Harvill, Haury, Hausenbauer, Thmphrey, Irwin, Little, Livermore,
McDonald, MeMillan, Marcoux, Merritt, Murphy, H.Myers, L.Myers,
Nugent, Picard, Pistor, Rhodes, Rosaldo, Roy, Thcker, Waliraff,
Windsor, Zapotocky.

ABSEIff: Canson, Casaday, Conley, Denton, Forrester, Gaines, Howard, Hunt,
Lyone, Martin, Mead, Moore, Slonaker.

GENAL C0IMENTS BY PRESIDEI'T EARVILL: President Earvill reported briefly to
the Senate ozi the recent meeting of the Board of Regents. He announced that the
proposed catalogue changes for the next biennium had been approved by the Board as
submitted.

The President indicated that the new capital outlay reçue ata of the three
institutions bad. been studied by the Board. Further action vili be taken at the
next meeting, tentatively scheduled for December 30.

The President reported that the Board of Regents had formally approved
the revised statement of policy concerning sabbatical leaves as jointly proposed
by the faculties of the three state institutions of higher learning.

The President took occasion to comment on the success of the campaign for
passage of Proposition 100 at the recent general electïon. This proposition when
it becomes law will permit the University to employ selected aliens as members of
the University faculty. The President noted that there had been no organized
opposition to this proposal. He complimented the fine work done by the special
University committee created to work in the interest 01' passage of Proposition 100.
Chairman of this group was Dr. Iflonda Lynn. Dr. Harvill indicated the University
would move slowly in the employment of alien faculty members. Some interpretation
of the new law would be needed he pointed out. For example, just 'what positions
are included under "faculty" in this instance? Dr. Harvill indicated he planned
to confer with the Presidents of the other two institutions to the end that all
three institutions would follow a uniform procedure in the employment of aliens.

Dr. Nugent stated that he felt particular praise for their hard York in
support of Proposition 100 should go to the student committee representIng the
Associated Students who had worked enthusiastically in the interest of this matter.
He mentioned also the support given the measure by the Theson Chamber of Commerce.
Dean Myers had spoken to that body in support of the measure.

BGIS'flR 'S REPORT ON MIGRATION OP STUDENTS: Mr Windsor distributed to members
of the Senate copies of a report on Student Migration, showing the number of
Arizona students who were graduated from Arizona High Schools in the spring of 1958
who bad entered college the following fall in institutions in other states. The
report shoved the number of "out migrations" from Arizona, by men and. women, to
each state in the union The report also showed the percentage of each state 's
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fresliman students who had left their home state to attend an out-of-state institution
in the fall of 1958. Members of the Senate were pleased to note that the percentage
of "out-migration" for Arizona as compared with the percentages for other states
was very low (12*). Only five states shoved a lower percentage of "out-migration."

FUETBER CONSIDERATION OF REPORT OF COIVIMITTEE ON ENCOURAGEMENT OF SUPERIOR STUDENTS:
he Senate voted formally to accept the report of the Committee on Encouragementf

Superior Students and urged the creation of an honors program, details of which
would be determ:Lned later. Dr. Arthur H. Beattie has been named by President Earvill
to direct the development of some sort of new honors program.

David L. Windsor, Secretary




